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Abstract
Adaptive superscalar cores have the ability to dynamically
adjust their execution resources to match the instruction-level
parallelism (ILP) of different program phases. The goal of adaptivity is to maximize performance in as energy-efficient a manner
as possible. This is achieved by disabling execution resources
that contribute only marginally to performance for the code at
hand. Researchers have proposed many adaptive features, including structures, superscalar width, and pipeline depth. The
benefits of adaptivity are eroded by its circuit-level overheads.
Unfortunately, circuit-level overheads cannot be effectively estimated or appreciated without a hardware design. To this end,
we developed a register-transfer-level (RTL) design of a highly
adaptive superscalar core, called AnyCore. AnyCore can be
used to quantify logic overheads of an adaptive core with respect to fixed cores, synthesize and compare different adaptive
cores, synthesize and compare an adaptive core to a multi-core
comprised of multiple fixed core types, and fabricate adaptive
superscalar cores. We provide examples of these use-cases.

1. Introduction
As speed improvements from technology scaling slow with the
end of Dennard scaling, processor architectures are becoming
increasingly heterogeneous to eke out the most performance
and energy efficiency from silicon. Heterogeneity ranges from
CPU-GPU hybrids, to accelerators, to single-ISA heterogeneous
multi-core processors, to adaptive/reconfigurable processors.
Adaptive superscalar cores have the ability to dynamically adjust their execution resources to match the instruction-level parallelism (ILP) of different program phases. The goal of adaptivity
is to maximize performance in as energy-efficient a manner as
possible. This is achieved by disabling execution resources that
contribute only marginally to performance for the code at hand.
Researchers have proposed various adaptive features, including
size-adjustable structures (reorder buffer, physical register file,
issue queue, load and store queues, caches, etc.) [28, 5, 7, 21],
superscalar width (number of pipeline ways) [16], and pipeline
depth [22, 30].
The benefits of adaptivity are eroded by its circuit-level overheads. Unfortunately, circuit-level overheads cannot be effectively estimated or appreciated without a hardware design. To
this end, we developed a register-transfer-level (RTL) design of

a highly adaptive superscalar core, called AnyCore. AnyCore
RTL is the centerpiece of the overall AnyCore Toolset which
enables computer architects to explore, and even fabricate, adaptive superscalar cores. The AnyCore Toolset, which will be
open-sourced, is comprised of the following:
• AnyCore RTL Model. This is the synthesizable RTL model of
AnyCore (written in Verilog). The RTL description of the core
is heavily parameterized, allowing AnyCore processors of
different sizes to be synthesized. A given AnyCore processor
is adaptive, i.e., its widths and structures can be dynamically
adjusted within its maximum dimensions.
• Clock gating and power gating tools. Adaptivity in the
AnyCore RTL is achieved nominally through combinational
logic that configures the formation of fetch bundles (fetch
width), the execution lanes used (issue width), and the structure partitions used (structure sizes). To maximize power savings, unused lanes and partitions should also be clock-gated
or power-gated. For the former, the AnyCore RTL instantiates a clock gate cell for each lane and partition. A Verilog
wrapper makes it easy for the user to specify the clock gate
cell for a given standard cell library, and clock tree synthesis
automatically sizes clock gate cells. For the latter, the RTL
description is paired with a Unified Power Format (UPF) [2, 3]
description of power domains, which today’s EDA tools can
handle for automatically synthesizing, simulating, measuring,
and generating layouts of, power-gated designs. The provided
UPF serves as an example of placing lanes and partitions into
power domains, upon which the user can improvise to explore
different configurations of power domains.
• Synthesis and Analysis Flow. Low-level power estimation
flows, based on post-synthesis/post-layout netlist simulation,
are beyond the experiences of many computer architecture
researchers. The AnyCore Toolset includes such a flow out-ofthe-box. The utility of low-level power estimation is demonstrated in this paper’s first use-case: measuring logic overheads of an adaptive core with respect to several fixed cores.
• AnyCore PAT Tool. The Power, Area, and Timing (PAT) tool
enables computer architecture researchers to automatically
generate per-stage/per-lane power, cycle time, and area estimates, for:
– both fixed cores (AnyCore RTL can excise its logic for
adaptivity) and adaptive cores,

– different maximum fetch widths, issue widths, and structure
sizes,
– different dynamic configurations (for adaptive cores),
– either synthesized (standard-cell based) or custom memories (e.g., from a memory compiler or memory estimation
tool).
The per-unit power estimates can be combined with respective
per-unit activity counts produced by a C++ cycle-level microarchitecture simulator, thereby enabling architecture level
studies with synthesis-based power models and comprehensive logic coverage. AnyCore RTL can be synthesized to different technology nodes and standard cell libraries, accommodating researchers with access to commercial IP and/or opensource IP such as FreePDK 45nm [33], FreePDK 15nm [12],
and Synopsys 32/28nm [1].
AnyCore can be used to quantify logic overheads of an adaptive core with respect to fixed cores, synthesize and compare
different adaptive cores, synthesize and compare an adaptive
core to a multi-core comprised of multiple fixed core types, and
fabricate adaptive superscalar cores. We provide several such
use-cases in this paper.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related
work. Section 3 describes the AnyCore Toolset. Sections 4,
5, and 6 provide three use-cases. Section 4 provides an example of quantifying the logic overheads of an adaptive core
with respect to fixed cores. Section 5 provides an example of
using the AnyCore PAT tool and a C++ cycle-level simulator, to
compare an adaptive core and a heterogeneous multi-core. In
Section 6, we describe the AnyCore prototype that we fabricated.
This section of the paper describes the chip bring-up results
and early performance and power measurements for different
configurations.

2. Related Work
Past works on adaptive/reconfigurable processors lay the foundation for AnyCore. Researchers have separately proposed structure resizing [28, 5, 7, 21, 6, 10, 17, 26], pipeline depth adaptation [22, 30], and pipeline width adaptation [16, 9, 14]. Each of
these works explore a single superscalar dimension. The Flicker
microarchitecture [27] can scale both width and structures, but
structure partitions are tied to lanes, hence, not independently
adjustable. The chief distinction, however, is that we develop an
RTL model of a width and size adaptive core and a toolset for
using it. Thus, our contribution is an RTL-based tool for exploring and fabricating adaptive cores. In particular, the ability to
measure and understand logic overheads of a reconfigurable core
with respect to fixed cores is critical as the community considers
adaptive cores in the era of specialization.
AnyCore and the above approaches carve out smaller monolithic cores from a superset monolithic core by deconfiguring
lanes and/or structure partitions, with the goal of mimicking
the optimal fixed core for the instruction-level behavior at hand.
A different form of microarchitectural adaptivity is aggregating multiple small cores to emulate a single larger and wider
superscalar core [18, 20, 34, 29]. The two modes offer high

thread-level parallelism (TLP) (disaggregated cores) and high
instruction-level parallelism (ILP) (aggregated cores).
Like the core-aggregation techniques, MorphCore [19] attempts to modulate the balance between single-thread performance and multi-threaded performance. Its approach is different,
however, and advocates the same philosophy as AnyCore which
is to begin with a large monolithic core and adapt it.
Single-ISA heterogeneous multi-core processors [23, 24, 25]
achieve adaptation by migrating a thread among multiple, diverse, fixed core designs. Using fixed core designs eliminates
the logic overheads of an adaptive core, but the number of fixed
core designs is limited and the overhead manifests in thread
migrations.

3. AnyCore Toolset
3.1. AnyCore RTL Model
The Verilog description of AnyCore is parameterized, in that
we have the ability to synthesize AnyCore processors of different maximum widths (up to 8) and sizes (structures can be as
large as desired), and a specific AnyCore processor is adaptive
(i.e., dynamically configurable) within its maximum width and
size. Moreover, the logic for adaptivity can be excised, i.e., its
inclusion or exclusion is also parameterized, such that the same
Verilog description can be used to synthesize both fixed cores
and adaptive cores.
The starting point for the AnyCore RTL model was a 8-wide
superscalar core generated by FabScalar [15]. This initial Verilog
description was modified extensively to arrive at the AnyCore
RTL model.
1. Restructuring for lanes: With FabScalar, each pipeline stage
is a top-level Verilog module and each pipeline register between stages is also a top-level Verilog module. This top-level
structure was preserved. Rather, within each stage, as much
logic as practical was partitioned into lanes. That is, all of the
logic that can be solely-affiliated with an instruction slot was
grouped together in a submodule within the pipeline stage
module. The same was done within pipeline register modules, i.e., submodules were created for individual instruction
packets.
2. Partitioning of structures: Each memory array that implements a structure (queue, list, table, register file, etc.) is
already encapsulated as a dedicated Verilog module. Within
this module, the memory array was partitioned into multiple submodules and MUXes aggregate them into the overall
memory array.
3. Static configurability: While FabScalar can generate fixed
cores of different fetch and issue widths, it achieves this via
composition from a library of fixed-width stage designs (dedicated Verilog descriptions for 1-wide, 2-wide, etc.) [15]; only
structure sizes are parameterized. In contrast, AnyCore is a
single Verilog description in which both widths and structure
sizes are parameterized. Moreover, a “fixed-versus-adaptive”
parameter controls whether or not the logic for dynamic configurability (next item) is synthesized.

4. Dynamic configurability (adaptivity): Logic was added to
dynamically configure the design for arbitrary core configurations. First, previously fixed width parameters were made
adjustable. The dynamic FETCH_WIDTH controls the number of fetched instructions that flow through the fetch through
decode stages and into the Instruction Buffer; the dynamic
DISPATCH_WIDTH controls the number of instructions that
are withdrawn from the Instruction Buffer, moved through
the rename and dispatch stages, and dispatched into the Issue Queue; and the dynamic ISSUE_WIDTH controls the
number of issued instructions that flow through configured
execution lanes. Second, previously fixed size parameters
were made adjustable for all structures. Ultimately, the dynamic width and size parameters synthesize to two types of
control signals: signals that ensure instructions flow through
only the active lanes and structure partitions, and signals that
control clock-gating or power-gating cells (to turn on or off
power domains) and isolation cells (to clamp floating inputs
from off-domains).

in their end-to-end support, from specification to layout, of multiple switchable power domains. Designers can specify power
domains and assign Verilog module instances to power domains
using Unified Power Format (UPF). The UPF power domain
description accompanies the Verilog description throughout the
tool flow. Different tools use the UPF according to their roles.
The AnyCore Toolset currently has several example UPF descriptions, which the user can adapt for his/her adaptive core
designs.
3.3. Synthesis and Analysis Flow
Low-level power estimation, based on post-synthesis/post-layout
netlist simulation, has utility in measuring and understanding
logic overheads of adaptivity (as done in Section 4). Many
computer architects do not routinely perform such experiments.
Moreover, it is challenging to get such flows up-and-running
from scratch. The AnyCore Toolset comes with a synthesis and
analysis flow that can be used out-of-the-box.

There are two different versions of the AnyCore RTL model,
one that implements the PISA ISA [13] and another that implements the RISC-V ISA [8]. These are referred to as AnyCorePISA and AnyCore-RISCV, respectively. AnyCore-PISA was
developed first, owing to its derivation from FabScalar. AnyCoreRISCV is a port of AnyCore-PISA [11].
3.2. Clock Gating and Power Gating Tools
The AnyCore Toolset provides the computer architect with tools
to implement clock gating and power gating with low effort.
The key lies in the Verilog hierarchy within pipeline stages,
which are subdivided into lanes, and pipeline structures, which
are subdivided into partitions. This Verilog hierarchy enables
efficient expression of clock gating or power gating of lanes and
partitions.
3.2.1. Clock Gating. Each lane and partition receives a clock
input. This clock input is sourced by a generic clock gate module.
The generic clock gate module has the same interface as a clock
gate cell in a standard cell library, but it is just a Verilog wrapper.
Inside the wrapper, the user either instantiates (if doing clock
gating) or does not instantiate (if not doing clock gating) a clock
gate cell from his/her standard cell library. Clock tree synthesis
automatically takes care of sizing of clock gate cells.
In addition to RTL-based clock gating or power gating of
entire lanes and partitions, one may judiciously apply automatic
clock gating during synthesis. We did not apply synthesis-based
clock gating in the three use-cases that follow. For the chip
(third use-case), we used partition-level and lane-level clock
gating to turn off clocks to entire structure partitions and lanes,
respectively. This is orthogonal to fine-grained clock gating and
the two can be applied simultaneously on a design to save more
power. This, however, would not change the trend of power
consumption by the different configurations of AnyCore.
3.2.2. Power Gating. With power gating becoming increasingly
important in future technology nodes, today’s EDA tools and
commercial standard cell libraries are increasingly sophisticated

Figure 1: Synthesis & Analysis Flow

3.3.1. Synthesis. As shown in Figure 1, the inputs to Synopsys
Design CompilerTM are the RTL description, an optional UPF
description, and constraints. A UPF description is supplied for
an adaptive core that employs power gating. After performing
synthesis, Design Compiler outputs three key files: (1) the gatelevel netlist in Verilog format, (2) the delays of gates and nets
in Standard Delay Format (SDF), and (3) a UPF description

corresponding to the gate-level netlist. Synthesis also outputs
area and frequency reports.
The next section explains how the post-synthesis tool flow uses
these three key files to analyze timing and power consumption.
3.3.2. Analysis: Obtaining Cycle Time and Power. Synopsys
Prime TimeTM is used for analysis. Accurate cycle times are
obtained using static timing analysis in Prime TimeTM . Power
profiles of fixed cores and adaptive cores under chosen configurations are characterized via the two-step process of (1) netlist
simulation (i.e., gate-level simulation) and (2) time-based power
estimation in Prime Time PXTM .
1. Netlist simulation: After synthesizing a design, benchmarks
are simulated on the synthesized netlist. As shown in Figure 1, Cadence NCSim takes in the netlist and SDF, and uses
the SDF to annotate the netlist for detailed delay modeling.
The output of a netlist simulation is switching activity information in the form of a Value Change Dump (VCD) file. Not
shown in the diagram, is a top-level Verilog testbench that
instantiates the netlist of the core and loads a benchmark for
simulation on the core.
2. Time-based power estimation: As shown in Figure 1, the
gate-level netlist, gate-level UPF, and activity file (VCD) are
read into Prime Time PXTM . Prime Time PXTM builds a
virtual power delivery network based on the UPF. The timebased power estimation observes power domains being on or
off, according to the states of power-gating control signals
obtained from the VCD.
3.4. AnyCore PAT Tool
The AnyCore PAT tool automatically generates a database of
power, area, and timing estimates for all variations of each
pipeline stage (front-end) and each execution lane (back-end).
The following description is geared towards “pipeline stage”,
but similar principles apply to “execution lane” (moreover, a
given lane is impacted by the number of other lanes). For each
pipeline stage, the following dimensions are varied: (1) Whether
the pipeline stage is for a fixed core or an adaptive core. (2) The
width of the pipeline stage. (3) The sizes of structures referenced
by the pipeline stage. (4) The dynamically-configured width of
the pipeline stage (only applies to an adaptive pipeline stage). (5)
The dynamically-configured sizes of referenced structures (only
applies to an adaptive pipeline stage). The first three dimensions
affect the number of unique synthesis runs. The last two dimensions are handled by UPF-driven analysis of the synthesized
netlist, for both clock gating (dynamic power) and power gating
(static and dynamic power).
The user can specify the implementation strategy for each
structure: synthesized memory (standard-cell based) versus custom memory (IP block). The latter is facilitated by a library
of custom memories. Just like standard cells, each custom
memory is abstracted by a .lib file which specifies its power,
area, and timing parameters. A lower level tool within the
AnyCore PAT tool generates .lib files from power, area, and
timing data obtained by third-party memory estimation tools,
e.g., FabMem [32], CACTI [31], commercial or academic-use

memory compilers [1], etc. The generated .lib files have the
same names as corresponding leaf Verilog modules representing
the structures or structure partitions. If the leaf Verilog module is
black-boxed (empty module), synthesis uses the corresponding
.lib file, otherwise it synthesizes the module.

4. Use-Case 1: Logic Overheads of an Adaptive
Core
The goal of this use-case is to measure the logic overheads of
an adaptive core with respect to fixed cores, and understand
the sources of these overheads. The logic overheads depend on
(1) the specific adaptive core design and (2) the configurations
that will be compared against corresponding fixed cores. The
adaptive core design and its configurations chosen for overhead
analysis are described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. We
use the Synthesis and Analysis Flow from the AnyCore Toolset
(from Section 3.3) to measure area, frequency, and energy overheads of adaptivity. Area and frequency overheads are studied
in Section 4.3 and energy overhead is studied in Section 4.4.
Please note the following additional methodological points,
which are unique to this section. First, the AnyCore-PISA version of the RTL was used. Second, the flow was configured to
use a commercial 45nm standard cell library. Third, L1 instruction and data caches are not included in the analysis for both
adaptive and fixed cores. Inclusion of identical L1 caches in the
adaptive and fixed cores will reduce the reported percentage energy overheads as the caches will contribute a large in-common
energy component. Fourth, all memories are synthesized. In
later sections: Use-Case 2 uses the AnyCore-RISCV version
of the RTL, an open-source 45nm standard cell library, custom
memories, and L1 caches; Use-Case 3 is a AnyCore-PISA based
chip fabricated in IBM 130nm with all memories synthesized,
including L1 caches. Table 1 summarizes this information for
the three use-cases.
4.1. Specific Adaptive Core Design
Figure 2 depicts the adaptive core that we synthesized from
the AnyCore RTL model and the power domains specified by
its UPF description. In its widest dynamic configuration, the
pipeline has a fetch width of four instructions and an issue width
of five instructions. The first three execution lanes – memory,
control, and simple/complex ALU – suffice to support all integer
instructions. Two additional simple ALU lanes round out the
back-end. Key structures for exposing and extracting instructionlevel parallelism (ILP) are also shown. They include the Issue
Queue (IQ), Load and Store Queues (LQ, SQ), Physical Register
File (PRF), Active List (AL), and Free List.
The UPF description specifies 9 power domains, one of which
is the TOP domain that is always on. The power domains can
be seen in Figure 2. Unshaded lanes and structure partitions
(white) are in the TOP domain, hence, always on. Conversely,
each shaded lane or structure partition (gray) is in its own power
domain, and is labeled with a power domain number. Several
structures are configured in unison and these exceptions will be
pointed out.

Table 1: Methodology choices for the three use-cases in this paper.

Use-Case
1 (§4)
2 (§5)
3 (§6)

Version of RTL Model
AnyCore-PISA
AnyCore-RISCV
AnyCore-PISA

Technology
commercial 45nm
open-source 45nm (FreePDK)
IBM 130nm

Memories
synthesized
custom (FabMem)
synthesized

L1 Caches
excluded
included (cacti)
included (synthesized)

Figure 2: The adaptive core used in this section.

The TOP domain has one lane in the front-end and the first
three execution lanes in the back-end, so that the minimim-width
configuration is fully functional. All structures have a base
partition in the TOP domain. The sizes of the base partitions,
as well as the power-gated expansion partitions, are annotated
in the figure. Some logic blocks within the front-end pipeline
stages could not be efficiently or correctly partitioned by lane,
typically due to operating on the bundle as a whole. These logic
blocks are shown as spanning the whole width of the pipeline
stage and are included in the TOP domain.
Superscalar width is increased via the power domains labeled
“1” and “2” in the figure. Power domain “1” adds one more
lane in the front-end plus one simple ALU lane in the back-end,
for a 2-way fetch, 4-way issue superscalar processor. Power
domain “2” adds another two lanes in the front-end and another
simple ALU lane in the back-end, for a 4-way fetch, 5-way issue
superscalar processor.
The remaining six power domains are for adapting the sizes
of structures. The Physical Register File (PRF), Free List, and
Active List (AL) scale together: each has two power-gated expansion partitions, in power domains “3” and “4”. The Load
and Store Queues (LQ/SQ) have one power-gated expansion
partition, in power domain “5”. Finally, the Issue Queue (IQ)
has three power-gated expansion partitions, in power domains
“6”, “7”, and “8”.

4.2. Configurations Chosen for Overhead Analysis
The six configurations shown in Table 2 were chosen for overhead analysis. These configurations represent a range of widths
and sizes. Three widths are represented (1, 2, and 4) and two
different sizings for each width. Each configuration is named
according to its width and relative size. For example, 4WL is
a 4-wide core with large structures, 1WS is a 1-wide core with
small structures, and so forth. The table uses abbreviations for
the function unit mix: M (memory lane), B (control lane), S/C
(both simple and complex ALUs), S (simple ALU only).
4.3. Area and Frequency
Figure 3 shows the synthesized areas of the six fixed cores and
AnyCore. AnyCore’s area includes isolation cells necessary for
power gating. AnyCore’s area overhead, with respect to the
biggest fixed core (4WL), is 0.15 sq mm or about 19%.
Figure 4 shows the frequencies of the six fixed cores and
AnyCore. An interesting result is that the frequencies across the
different fixed cores are fairly flat and changes by only 6.7%.
This can be attributed to the use of fully synthesized structures
and our constraint strategy for synthesis (discussed further in
Section 4.4). As logic depth for such a structure only increases
logarithmically, doubling its size does not double the propagation
delay through it. The frequency of AnyCore is 1.67 GHz, 8.3%
lower than the smallest fixed core and only 1.67% lower than the

Table 2: Core Configurations.

Parameter
Fetch Width
Issue Width
Issue Queue
Load/Store Queues
Active List
Register File
BTB / BPU / RAS
Func Unit Mix

1WS
1
3
16
16
64
64
256/1024/8
M,B,S/C

1WL
1
3
32
16
96
96
256/1024/8
M,B,S/C

2WS
2
4
32
16
64
64
512/2048/16
M,B,S/C,S

Figure 3: Synthesized areas of the six fixed cores and AnyCore.

Figure 4: Frequencies of the six fixed cores and AnyCore.

largest one.
4.4. Energy
As explained in Section 3.3.2, the AnyCore Toolset’s power
analysis flow uses netlist simulation of benchmarks followed
by time-based power estimation in Prime Time PXTM . While
we can use (and have used) SPEC benchmarks for netlist simulations, they do not utilize the entire core well (e.g., frequent
branch mispredictions cause underutilization of structures). Yet,
we need high utilization in order to measure the intrinsic energy
of AnyCore and the fixed cores. Therefore, we use a high-ILP
microbenchmark for the netlist simulations that drive time-based
power estimation.

2WL
2
4
48
32
96
96
512/2048/16
M,B,S/C,S

4WS
4
5
48
16
96
96
1024/4096/16
M,B,S/C,S,S

4WL
4
5
64
32
128
128
1024/4096/16
M,B,S/C,S,S

Figure 5: Energy per cycle of fixed cores and corresponding configurations of AnyCore.

The total energy/cycle (static and dynamic) of the different
configurations are plotted in Figure 5. Each configuration has
two data points, for the fixed core and AnyCore. Figure 6 shows
the percent energy overhead of each AnyCore configuration
relative to the corresponding fixed core. The energy overheads
are significant, ranging from 17% (1WL) to 27% (4WS). Each
bar in the graph is subdivided into static and dynamic energy
contributions to the total overhead.
One trend is that the static energy contribution to overhead is
larger for the smaller cores. This is due to two reasons. First, the
cycle time difference is greatest between AnyCore and smaller
fixed cores. Static energy increases with cycle time (whereas dynamic energy only increases with activity, hence, with number of
cycles). Second, AnyCore provisions read and write ports to all
structures for the widest superscalar configuration. The number
of extra ports is greatest with respect to the narrowest cores. Conversely, there are no extra ports with respect to the widest cores.
In narrow configurations of AnyCore, lanes (pipeline ways) are
turned-off but their dedicated ports to structures – while not
consuming dynamic power – still consume static power.
We were expecting energy overhead to be less with respect to
fixed 4WL. Primarily, fixed 4WL is of the same superscalar complexity as AnyCore’s maximum configuration. Their structures
are the same size and have the same number of ports. Moreover, the cycle time difference is modest. For both reasons, we
expect static energy overhead to not be a major factor for this
comparison, and indeed it is not. So why is dynamic energy

5. Use-Case 2: Adaptive vs. Heterogeneous Cores

Figure 6: Percent energy overhead of AnyCore configurations
w.r.t. fixed counterparts.

overhead so high for equal superscalar complexity? Partitioned
structures are the root cause. Synthesis is able to optimize better with a monolithic structure than a structure with artificial
internal boundaries. This factor manifested more as dynamic
energy overhead than cycle time overhead owing to our strategy
for constraining synthesis.
Due to the richness of modern standard cell libraries, synthesis
timing constraints have a profound impact on tradeoffs among
cycle time, dynamic power, and static power. Our strategy for
synthesizing a core (whether it be AnyCore or a fixed core) is to
make multiple synthesis runs, successively tightening the cycle
time constraint by 10ps until it cannot be met. As the constraint
is tightened, synthesis chooses cells that are faster but that consume greater area, static power, and dynamic power. Being too
aggressive may lead to an incremental frequency gain while paying too much in terms of both dynamic and static energy. Static
energy is a duplicitous factor, however: a key justification for
minimizing cycle time (aside from performance considerations)
is to decrease static energy/cycle, which increases with cycle
time (unlike dynamic energy).
There are three key takeaways from this section.
1. The dominant source of static energy overhead is excess
ports, which afflicts configurations that are narrower than the
maximum width.
2. The dominant source of dynamic energy overhead is partitioning of structures. Artificial internal boundaries increase
logic depth. This creates a tension for synthesis, between minimizing cycle time versus choosing slower energy-efficient
cells.
3. These results motivate research on reducing logic overheads
of adaptivity. Power gating excess ports within memory structures should be looked at. Reliably sensing and tuning frequency to the configuration is an important goal both for
reducing static energy/cycle overhead and improving performance. Additionally, AnyCore’s design itself may need to be
adjusted to enhance the frequency differentials that may be
possible.

The purpose of this section is to show a use-case of the AnyCore
PAT Tool. For per-stage/per-lane power estimates and wholecore cycle time estimates, we used the AnyCore PAT Tool targeting the FreePDK 45nm standard cell library [33], FabMem [32]
for highly-ported RAMs/CAMs, and CACTI [31] for caches.
The per-stage/per-lane power data are combined with corresponding activity counts from an in-house C++ cycle-level execute-atexecute microarchitecture simulator.
We compare an adaptive core and a heterogeneous multi-core
processor customized to the workload. The workload consists of
the highest-weighted 100M SimPoint from each of 15 SPEC2006
benchmarks compiled using “gcc -O3”. Thus, the hetero palette
consists of 15 core types and we will consider scheduling only
the corresponding 15 dynamic configurations for the adaptive
core. Since we are interested in trading some performance for
an even larger energy savings, for each benchmark, we found
the narrowest and smallest core that yields an IPC within 15%
(or better) of the peak IPC (which is generally obtained on the
widest and largest core).
We compare four architectures. “cg” and “fg” denote coarsegrain and fine-grain scheduling.
• Homogeneous: All benchmarks are run on the one core type
that yields the highest harmonic mean BIPS.
• Hetero-cg: Each benchmark is run on the core type that yields
the highest BIPS for that benchmark. Energy efficiency is
built-in to some extent in the way the core palette was derived,
as explained above. When maximum BIPS is the objective, 5
of the 15 core types in the hetero palette are utilized by the
entire workload.
• AnyCore-fg: Each benchmark is divided into 10K-instruction
intervals. Each interval is scheduled on the lowest-energy
configuration that yields IPC within X% of the highest-IPC
configuration (for that interval). We consider values of X
between 0% and 25%, in 5% increments, yielding a pareto
frontier of six points in the energy vs. delay graphs that follow.
• Hybrid: This architecture is explained below.
The graph in Figure 7a plots energy versus delay for the
namd benchmark. For namd, the large disparity in execution
time between Hetero-cg (its best core type) and Homogeneous
(the best single core type for the whole workload) highlights
the benefit of heterogeneity. Furthermore, namd is an example
where AnyCore’s pareto frontier (AnyCore-fg) is not entirely
eclipsed by either Homogeneous or Hetero-cg. Therefore, the
adaptive core provides a useful energy-delay continuum. 8 of
the 15 benchmarks fall into the same class as namd, wherein
the adaptive core is not entirely eclipsed, despite its significant
cycle time and energy overhead with respect to fixed cores. The
benefits of fine-grain adaptivity compensate for the adaptive
core’s cycle time and energy tax.
On the other hand, for the other 7 benchmarks, the benefits
of fine-grain adaptivity are insufficient to overcome the adaptive
core’s cycle time and energy tax. The mcf benchmark is a representative example. Its energy and delay are plotted in the graph
of Figure 7b. For one thing, coarse-grain heterogeneity is of little

value for mcf : its chosen core type (Hetero-cg) is the homogeneous core type (Homogeneous). This fixed core fully eclipses
AnyCore’s pareto frontier. This negative result highlights the
importance of accounting for the cycle time and energy tax of
within-core adaptivity, an aspect that has been largely ignored in
past work. It also highlights the need for research on reducing
the logic overhead of within-core adaptivity.
The graph in Figure 7c plots average energy versus average
delay for all benchmarks. A zoomed-in version is shown in
Figure 7d. The average looks like mcf : AnyCore-fg is eclipsed
by Homogeneous. Several low-IPC benchmarks, including mcf,
contribute disproportionately to average delay, benefit little from
fine-grain adaptivity, and are sensitive to the cycle time tax of
the adaptive core. The graph shows a fourth processor design,
Hybrid, comprised of two core types: the homogeneous core and
the adaptive core. The seven benchmarks, for which AnyCorefg is eclipsed, run on the homogeneous core. The other eight
benchmarks run on the adaptive core with fine-grain switching.
Hybrid is robust in that it provides a single best fixed core and an
adaptive core for accelerating benchmarks with exploitable finegrained phase behavior. Such a Hybrid would not be conceived
in the context of prior work that largely ignores logic overheads
of reconfigurable cores.

(a) namd

6. Use-Case 3: AnyCore Chip
As a third use-case, we fabricated a chip that implements the
same adaptive core shown in Figure 2 (maximum fetch and issue
widths of 4 and 5, respectively). The core includes L1 instruction
and data caches. All memories, including the L1 caches and
branch predictor structures, are synthesized (standard-cell based
RAMs). Unlike the first use-case, which used power-gating, the
chip implements clock-gating of inactive lanes and partitions.
Static power is negligible in the older foundry process. Moreover,
the older standard cell library does not have the built-in powergating support that is present in newer standard cell libraries,
rendering it incompatible with physical design flows that exploit
UPF and its peer CPF (Common Power Format).
The physical design data, final layout, floorplan, and printed
circuit board (PCB) are shown in Figure 8. The chip is 25 mm2
in an IBM 130nm process and has 100 pads, 79 of which are
signal pads. The 79 signal pads primarily consist of dedicated
instruction and data buses (for cache miss handling), a debug
bus for directly interacting with the chip, such as configuring
the adaptive core, directly reading/writing the caches, etc., and
clock, reset, and assorted control signals. The chip is packaged
in a CQFP-100 package (100 pins, 25 on each side) and the
package is housed in a compatible 100-pin socket on a customdesigned 4-layer PCB. The package and socket can be seen in
the top-side image of the PCB. The bottom-side, not shown, has
a standard FMC LPC connector and other passive components
(decoupling capacitors, power measurement resistor). The LPC
connector mates the PCB to an FPGA board (we currently use
the Xilinx ML605). The FPGA is programmed with a testbench
that services cache miss requests and manages the debug bus.
The chip has a built-in “liveness test”, the results of which

(b) mcf

(c) average

(d) average-zoomed

Figure 7: Adaptive vs. Hetero.

Figure 8: AnyCore chip and printed circuit board.

Figure 9: Chip liveness test.

are shown in Figure 9. This test is faciliated by three features.
First, the caches can be configured as either cache or scratchpad,
controlled either by a configuration register or a dedicated pin.
Second, a chip reset initializes the top several rows of the caches
(presuming scratchpad mode) to a test program. Third, the
test program includes several “toggle” instructions co-mingled
with various other instructions of all types (loads, stores, ALU
ops, branches). This is a custom instruction added for the sole
purpose of toggling a dedicated pin. To initiate the liveness
test, the clock is started, the pin for scratchpad mode is asserted,
and reset is asserted. We monitor the toggle pin using Xilinx
ChipScope ILATM (Integrated Logic Analyzer in the FPGA).
The top waveform is a screen capture of the toggle pin of the chip
(from ChipScope). It matches the bottom waveform obtained
from simulation. We ran other microbenchmarks, loaded through
cache misses, to test functionality. Functional testing is on-going
and no bugs or defects have been observed so far.

Figure 10 shows measured IPC and current (mA) for a highIPC and long-running microbenchmark that repeatedly sums
elements of an array. Measurements were taken for the three
different core configurations shown in Table 3 with the expectation that IPC and current would both increase monotonically
with superscalar width and size. The measurements bore this
trend. IPC is very close to 1 and 2 for the 1-wide and 2-wide
configurations, and just under 3 for the 4-wide configuration.
We hypothesize, but have not yet investigated, that the innermost
taken loop-branch is limiting average fetch bundle size below
4 and/or data dependencies limit IPC below 4. The current
increases linearly from 22 mA to 31 mA.
Table 3: Three configurations for current measurements.

Parameter
Fetch Width
Issue Width
Issue Queue
Load/Store Queues
Phys. Register File

conf. 1
1
3
32
32/32
96

conf. 2
2
4
64
32/32
128

conf. 3
4
5
64
32/32
128

The first configuration’s current consumption (22 mA) seems
disproportionate with respect to the current differential between
it and the maximally configured core. The reason is that a lot
of power is consumed by the clock tree and in particular the
many D flip-flop sinks in the synthesized caches. Table 4 shows
results of our “idle power tests”. In all four tests, the dedicated
stall_fetch input pin is asserted to stall the fetch stage so that no

Figure 10: Chip measurements: IPC and current for three configurations.

new fetch bundles are brought into the pipeline. In general use,
the FPGA uses this control signal and the debug bus in the protocol for reconfiguring the core, but for the idle power tests it is
used simply for fetch gating indefinitely. The four tests cover the
minimum and maximum configurations with the clock disabled
and enabled. With the clock disabled, power is near-zero for
both the minimum and maximum configurations. With the clock
enabled, power is 17 mA and 20 mA for the minimum and maximum configurations. This is solely clock tree power (owing to
fetch gating the core), including the clock routing, clock buffers,
and limited internal switching in the D flip-flop sinks. The 3
mA delta in clock tree power gives a sense of the number of
clock-gated flip-flops between the minimum and maximum configurations, and its contrast with the 17 mA baseline also gives a
sense of the large contribution of the always-clocked instruction
and data caches. Although we cannot precisely quantify their
contribution (because we cannot clock-gate the minimal pipeline
configuration), a practical estimate is about 16 mA (since 1-wide
to 4-wide exhibits a clock power delta of 3 mA, let’s assume 1
mA if the 1-wide configuration were clock-gated). Therefore,
to implicitly factor-out the synthesized caches’ contribution to
clock tree power, one can view the current measurement graph
as starting at about 16 mA.
Table 4: Idle power tests.

stall_fetch
true
true
true
true

clock
disabled
disabled
enabled
enabled

config.
minimum
maximum
minimum
maximum

current (mA)
0.01
0.01
17
20

7. Summary
This paper presented AnyCore, a synthesizable RTL model of
an adaptive superscalar core, and the AnyCore Toolset for effectively using it. A key advantage of an RTL-based tool, over
conventional analytical frameworks, is the ability to account for

logic overheads of a reconfigurable core with respect to fixed
cores in its configuration space. Moreover, it enables doing this
accounting in the context of a whole core and commercial/open
standard cell libraries. In the era of specialization, where the
objective is to eke out the most performance and energy efficiency from silicon, measuring, understanding, accounting for,
and ultimately reducing logic overheads is critically important.
The AnyCore RTL model is a single Verilog description with
rich static configuration options. The user can synthesize (1)
fixed and adaptive cores, (2) fixed/adaptive cores of different
maximum widths and sizes, and (3) adaptive cores with clockgating or power-gating. And, of course, a given adaptive core
is dynamically configurable within its maximum dimensions.
The AnyCore Toolset comes with a Synthesis and Analysis Flow
for low-level power estimation (crucial for measuring power
overheads of reconfigurable logic) and the AnyCore PAT tool
for automatically generating per-stage/per-lane power, area, and
timing databases for use with C++ cycle-level simulators.
In this paper, we demonstrated three use-cases: measuring
logic overheads of an adaptive core with respect to fixed cores,
comparing an adaptive core to a heterogeneous multi-core for
different configuration/migration granularities, and fabrication
of a prototype adaptive core.
The AnyCore Toolset is a collection of open-source software,
gateware, and scripts, and is available for download from North
Carolina State University [4].
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